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The first order solution of the problem of the supersonic flow 
past a flat elliptzc cone set symmetrically to the wind ind-lcates that 
the pressure over the surface is constant if the body Lies nithin the 
Nach cone of the apex. This result is incorrect near the leading edges 
of the oone and an improved solution is derived here by the introduction 
of line souroes near the le‘ading edges. Numerical results are given 
for three bodies. 
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- speed of sound 

- semi-span of body 

- chord of bcdy 

- constants 

- presswe coefficient 

- constants 

- direction cosine3 of the outmrd norm1 to the surface 
of the body 

- the tangent of the angle between the +ve x-axis 3rd the 
line smrce 

- a con3tant: n =JiCT 

- Xsch nunber 

- semi-thickness of body 

- velocity perturbations in the directions of the x, y and 
z axe3 

- velocity components derived fron $, 

- vclooity corirponents derived from $2 

- co-ordinate systen - see reference 2 

- free strenm velocity 

- 3ysteLl of mrtesisn co-ordinates - see Fig.1 

- apex seru-angle of body in horizontal plane of symetry 

- ratio of specific heats 

.- velocity perturbation potentisl 

- see equation (6) 

- 3ee equstion (14) 

- a value of !J slightly larger thm K . The surface 
P 
foLlYId. 

p, define3 the body on which the pressures are 
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